TITLES:
CANTORS’ OFFICES AND VESTMENTS
I. Titles and Offices of Cantors
From the time when Christian worship established specialized persons for the ministry of the
cantoral Analogion and musical expression in the praying church, there began to be stations,
within which specific titles were appointed, and these titles were recorded as official
ecclesiastical ranks—offices.1 Along with these, in time, there also appeared appellations,
resulting from an excellent and wondrous presentation of the cantoral art by some gifted
Cantors, Teachers and Melodists—appellations and characterizations that remain indelible to
this day.
Passing over the first Christian centuries when the characterizations “Melodist,” “Melourgós”
and “Composer”2 were conferred on persons that were distinguished either for their
hymnographic presentation or for their musical abilities, or, more often for both, it is interesting
to briefly examine the different specific terms, found in the sources from the point that chanting
developed a special system of writing and recognition-singing of the melodies, an event that
most clearly showed a key level of cultural creation.
Occurring Terms and Their Itemization
In studying Cantors, we encounter terms of reference such as Domesticos, Protopsaltes,
Lampadarios, Leader of the Kontakia, Calophonares, or Monophonares (making a counterdistinction between the “choir” and “from the choir”), Bastactae, Canonarch, Maestro, even
Teacher. Each one of them represents the designated role of the person that conveys, a person
that shapes the cantoral contribution during worship.
In ecclesiastical life, especially during the Middle Byzantine period, the term Domesticos is found
to be a rank of Cantors, Lectors or Sub-Deacons. In the first instance, we have the Domestici of
the First and Second Choir, who led the choirs of Cantors in the Great Church (where there was
no First Cantor, so the Domesticos was the principal Cantor), as well as in the splendid fêtes that
took place in the palace. Other, later references in the sources bear witness to an event wherein
the Domesticos of each choir chanted and conducted the two choirs (Right and Left), together
with the Precentor,3 being the First Cantor. Conversely, the title of Domesticos was also in use in
the holy monasteries, inasmuch as the musical manuscripts refer to persons whom they have
and distinguish as “melody-makers”4 “codex-writers,”5 or simply “Sacred Cantors.”6 The Holy
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Mountain codex of IM Great Lavra I 178, was written in 1377 by the “Monk and Domesticos of
the Lavra,” Bartholomew.
In each example of ecclesiastical worship, the title Domesticos was connected with chanting and
with a protagonistic or leadership rôle attached to it. Later, when the rank of First Cantor came
into the Great Church7 the prevailing rôle of Domesticos diminished, and in time began to mean
the principal aid for the Cantor in charge for each of the two choirs, which is in force to this day.
One of the older musical manuscripts in which the term is found is Patmos 218,8 written in the
year 1166 by the “Monk and Domesticos” Arsenios.
The rank of First Cantor9 already existed in the Middle Byzantine period as is evidenced by many
writings and inscriptions. From this period and the following 10th, 11th and 12th centuries, there
are clear references to persons that bore the title in various churches outside of Constantinople
(Trebizond, Athens, Chalcidica, Asia Minor, Rhodes, etc., as well as in the farther reaches such as
Calabria, where remembrance is made of the First Cantor, Stephan Colymbas). It appears that
the rank came into the church at Constantinople gradually with the result that it created
ambiguities in relation to the already-existing office of Domesticos, which are recorded in
references of the period (the Domesticos of the Cantors, who is called by some ‘First Cantor’).
More often, the title was given initially to the leader of the choir who chanted at the palace
(who was named Chorolectes or Chorarches10) and it was later generalized with its introduction
into the Great Church. In the royal palace there was a First Cantor as well as a Domesticos, and
many times the two of them evidently belonged to the royal clergy.
Later, mainly after the Fall,11 the First Cantor was, and is up to our day, simultaneously the First
Cantor of the Right Choir and the indisputable trustee of cantoral tradition. In this position, he is
surnamed, or in extraordinary circumstances, is appointed as the person who combines
beautiful singing with a deep knowledge of chanting, and has a long-lived service and learning
regarding the cantoral Analogion since his childhood. For this reason, his role is “to teach
hymnody and take care of the melodists and melodies as to rhythm and order that constitute
the repertoire.”
The significance and giftedness of such Analogion ministers in our central metropolitan and
patriarchal churches for a district are recorded in the manuscripts as First Cantors of this Entire
District (First Cantor of Athens or Crete or Andrianopolos,12 etc.), while his simple but especially
honorary characterization First Cantor13 is always given by the codex writers to the first musician
related to the Great Church of Christ in Constantinople, who is by token also the most significant
musician of his period.
Of the oldest evidence for the existence of this term found in musical manuscripts is First Cantor
of the Metropolis of Rhodes, John Cassianos who in 1223 wrote the double-columned
manuscript, Sticherarion of Patmos 220.14
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The Lampadarios is none other than the First Cantor of the Left Choir. In ecclesiastical services
when a procession of the clergy from the North Gate of the Sacred Bema towards the center of
the Nave occurs, or more generally in similar processions (which in imperial times also included
the emperor) it was the custom to have the Cantor precede carrying a lighted lamp to shine
light, and at the same time facilitating the chanting with the procession. From this, the
appellation Lampadarios has lasted even to our times, an appellation that is not naturally bound
to ancient practice, but has (as early as post-Byzantine times), a decidedly cantoral meaning.
The Leader of the Kontakia15 was the one who led the Cantor to the Patriarch where he would
chant the Kontakion. It appears, however, the person who had this title also had extensive
musical knowledge. A part of the Vatican-Library Codex Barb. Gr. 392 from the 15th–16th
century, was written by a Stephan Synadinos, Leader of the Kontakia of the Great Church,
Domesticos of Lacedaemon.
The Calophonares or Monophonares16 was the person with a special vocal presence and an
assuredly deep knowledge of chanting, who chanted alone, or with the help of one or two aids,
an individual musical composition or selected musical lines from a melodization. Such
compositions usually involved the extensive melodic production of the Prokeimena for Vespers
and Matins, or the stanzas17 of the Acathist Hymn. References in musical codices also show
several instances of an interchange between the Monophonares and the choir of Cantors with
the cantillation of a series of verses having Trinitarian content. In modern times, the custom of
solo cantillation by the First Cantor or the Lampadarios of some melodic lines (without the
accompaniment of the other choir members) had extended to the word Trinity18 in the Cherubic
Hymn,19 some beautifully constructed melodic productions of principal words or phrases of a
sticheraric Idiomelon and a few other similar cases.
The Canonarchs,20 who are remembered in ancient sources as basic members of the choir of
Cantors at the Great Church, were charged with the administration of the Cantors for the
correct chanting of the Canon, but also with sounding the sēmantron for the monks at
ecclesiastical services. In post-imperial times, the ministry of the Canonarch was diminished
almost exclusively to monastic settings. In that they cared for the ecclesiastical books, had the
duty of chanting the correct Psalms each day, and whispering the verses of the appointed
Psalms to the monks, they were shown to be key participants in monastic ecclesiastical worship.
When musical books multiplied, as well as their use in worship (with the cantillation of the slow,
artful melodies they contained), this engendered the Canonarch’s initial vocalization of each
phrase of the Idiomelon the choirs were about to chant; thus, he helped the Cantors impress the
phrase on their memories, and to facilitate the centering of their attention on the musical
symbols and melodic production overall. With this concept also being a refulgent element in the
services, canonarchization is used yet today in holy monasteries just as it was in the old
iconographic performances of official rites: the Canonarch is ordained stand in front of the choir
members with an open book in his two hands and pre-announce the phrases of the hymn being
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chanted. A few instances evidence the term Proto-Canonarch (i.e. First Canonarch),21 which
refers to one charged with the same service.
The Bastactes22, supplementary choir members who vocally sustain (βαστῶ) the principal step
of the musical scale while the primary Cantors render the melody with their voices, is evidenced
from ancient periods in the singing practice of Orthodoxy. Today’s term Isocrates is certainly
equivalent to the witness of the manuscript tradition of Bastactes, and refers to him as the one
who holds (prolongs with his voice) the ison, a musical sound that is set by musical theory
analogous with the melody being chanted and its musical performance. The antiquity of the
references to the existence of the Bastactes affirms the traditional use of the isocratema as a
simple and low-voiced accompaniment to the melody.
The Allied Ministries and the Choir of Cantors
The ecclesiastic ranks that, in older times, were in one way or another connected with chanting
were the Leosynactes or Chartophylax, the Protopapas or Primicerios23, and others. The duties
of all these offices related to chanting in those days are not entirely definite today. It is most
likely that, many times, along with other competencies, they had sufficient musical knowledge
to participate; while at other times the evidence in the sources weaves them vigorously into
cantoral ministry.
During the Byzantine period,24 the Choir25 of Cantors consisted of at least 24–25 Cantors
between which there were the two Domestici, eighteen Cantors, two Laosynactes and four
Canonarchs. In most cases, it appears this whole was divided into two half-choirs (each with its
own lead Cantor-Domesticos) that chanted in turn under the direction of one Choir Leader.26 We
should certainly consider that, along with this corps, others participated: Lectors, Bastactes etc.
The Choir of Cantors had the first word in the cantoral expression of worship; however, they
would change off with the Monophonares when the latter were to render the melody for the
proper parts of hymns, or compositions that were preordained to be chanted only by them.
It was laid upon the Domesticos to initiate the choral chanting; he pre-sang the intonation27 of
the hymn that would follow. In this manner, he on the one hand set the pitch to the choir
members (regarding this, the codices also make reference: “the Domesticos intones and
immediately the choir…”28); on the other hand he regulated the vocal range on which the scale
of the mode was based, compatible with the melodic range of the piece they would be chanting.
After the Fall of the City, all the splendid scenery connected to the sweeping image of the
ecclesiastical service—together with the proper attire of all clergy (both higher and lower), in
large and imposing churches—unsurprisingly, completely changed in form. Over time, the
concelebrants of worship dwindled as did the number of Cantors, and gradually, the cantoral
ministry prevailed upon just a few individuals to the point of depending on the chanting of the
First Cantor and the Lampadarios (and this point is reflected in the morphology of the newer
melodic creations that better suit solo interpretations).
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Exceptional Talents and Distinctions
The coordination and unbound cultivation of Church music from the instantaneous creation of
hymns after dawn of the second millennium AD, gradually revealed great figures of this art who
shone in their work and enriched human musical expression with melodic masterpieces.
Maestro, Great Teacher, Teacher of Teachers, a New True Teacher, Gifted, All-Sweet [Maker of
Melody] and other related characterizations were reserved by their direct or indirect students as
well as by scholars and Cantors of their melodies and hymnographic poems. The most important
great musicians that won similar characterizations, particularly that of Maestro (which became
an inseparable accompanying surname) are mainly John Papadopoulos Koukouzelis, who was
active around the year 1300, and the last musician of the imperial period Manuel Doukas
Chrysaphis, who survived the Fall and taught chant elsewhere.
But the name "Teachers" was given sometimes and generally to the persons with a great
brilliance in teaching and cultivation of chanting, as in the case of Crete. This island, which
always had close ties with the Ecumenical Patriarchate, taught musicians who migrated to this
ecclesiastical and spiritual center, mainly during the 15th century. The most acute influence of
these ecclesiastical artists, which revealed worthy native students and instituted a particular
cantoral expression according to the Constantinopolitan tradition, remained conspicuous for
over two centuries; references in Cretan codices often allude to pieces “as chanted by the new
teachers of the city of Gortyna” (the old capital of the island the name of which was still in use
for reasons of prestige).
The Actual—Not Formal—Value of the Offices
All the above clearly demonstrates churchmen’s constant concern for a coordinated and
organized Cantoral ministry within Orthodox worship. This ministry, which developed within a
distinct hierarchical framework depending upon the ability, experience and knowledge of
chanting that they assumed, was always combined with the systematic instruction of the
cantoral art on a daily basis within the temperate climate of the ecclesiastical orchard and the
special ripening that took place there.
The piecemeal approach to Cantoral issues and the ministry of sacred song observed in the pace
of modern life with the fragmentation of human activity into numerous dissimilar and
incompatible sectors, was not a trait of earlier times. The exclusive, continual involvement and
study of the ancient ecclesiastical musicians in regards to the high art of chanting, based on
talent and piety, requiring attachment and complete devotion to its relevant service, led to
unattainable compositional creations, and gave an actual, not formal, value to the offices and
titles of its ministry.

II. Vestments of Sacred Cantors
In the liturgical practice of the Orthodox Church, the special vesture of the clergy while at
worship held a significant place from the most ancient times. The special clothing they used was
generally called Priestly Amphia29 and constitute, together with Liturgical Amphia—the
garments of the Sacred Bema—the two categories of Sacred Amphia. With all briefness, we can
here make reference to the sacred garments used by today’s clergy within the three levels of
the priesthood.
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The Deacon: Sticharion, Epimanicia, Ηοrarion.
The Presbyter: Sticharion, Epimanicia, Epitrachelion, Zonē,30 Phelonion.
The Bishop: Sticharion, Epimanicia, Epitrachelion, Zonē, Phelonion, Epigonation,
Homophorion.
But, during the performance of Orthodox Christian worship, aside from the participation of the
three-leveled clergy mentioned above, each with his own ministry, there are also other persons,
who are attached to the clergy. As such, we refer to Lectors and Sacred Cantors.
These two ranks belong to the so-called “lower” clergy. The truth is, that although they read
lessons and chant hymns in the practice of the churches, the solemnity that comes with these
two ecclesiastical “ranks” has waned in our times. In older times, however, this was not the
case. Individuals who had the necessary prerequisites received the command of a responsible
ministry from the presiding Bishop after a brief ritual known as Cheirothesia.31 This provision
had beneficial influences on the performance of worship, just as it had a dissuasive effect on
improvisation and experimentation by unqualified persons. Today, certainly, it is preserved in
ecclesiastical centers having strong traditions and likewise is implemented towards success in
holy missions.
We should mention that there are several canons, of ecumenical and other synods, that deal
with issues related to the specific ministry of Sacred Cantors. A key one is the 26th Canon of the
Holy Apostles, which classifies them as clergy and allows them to get married (“As to unmarried
persons who have entered the clergy, we allow only Lectors and Cantors to marry”32).
Naturally, there are many others that deal with subjects connected with the ministry of the
Sacred Cantor. For example, the 24th Canon of Laodicea, forbids Sacred Cantors from wearing
the Ηοrarion for the duration of their singing at worship (“The Lector or Cantor must not bear an
Ηοrarion and therewith read or chant”33). It appears that such instances presented themselves
and had possibly begun to become generalized; therefore, the Church expressed its official
position.
As lower clergy and staff basic to church services, the Cantors had their own attire. It certainly
did not have the diversity of vestments as the other levels of the priesthood, but it certainly did
not always take the form of a simple black robe (rason) as is prevalent today. In the following
pages, we will attempt to provide sufficient information on the vesture of Cantors as well as
Lectors, since both of these ministerial categories were often served by the same person. The
sources for this information come either from written texts or—as in most cases—from pictorial
representations.

Written Sources
The special manner of dress for persons belonging to the lower clergy is already evidenced in
early times. St. John Chrysostom testifies about the use of “a white tunic and an apostilbon.34
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This was probably similar to a sticharion. As such, it is difficult for us to say with certainty just as
“according to others during different periods of time, the same name refers to another
vestment.”35 Anyway, we can surmise that there would be even then some prayer that was read
for those undertaking the ministry.
From contemporary descriptions of the order for cheirothesia, we can observe some certainty in
the nomenclature of the vestments. “The Trisagion being said, the Priest blesses a black
garment commonly called a rason and the one brought forth vests himself, to seriously declare
his seriousness, reclamation [περισυλλογὴς] and humility.” There follows the tonsure, and “a
phelonion of the Lector, that is a purple camision or mandyon already brought to where the
sacred amphia are kept itemized [στοιχειοδέστατον]…”36.
In Constantine Kallinikos’ description, the camision is identical to the phelonion. However,
according to the description of the Archhieratic of the Apostolic Ministry,37 while the order is the
same, the phelonion is confused with the sticharion. “Then the Bishop, taking the phelonion
(sticharion) he vests.” From these two descriptions we can already say that the camision was a
type of sticharion. In each instance anyway, even if we accept that today’s order faintly echoes
the older custom, it is certain that the vestments of the lower clergy resembled in some points
the vestments of a deacon, mainly in that regarding the sticharion. Yet, we observe that black
was not the dominant color as with today’s rason, something that shall be even more apparent
when we examine the pictorial evidence. Let us remark here that the rason from a historical
viewpoint constitutes an incursion of monastic garb, which by reason of its meanness, is
characterized as a rag.38
To attempt a study of Sacred Cantors’ clothing is not always easy. We can, however, by
researching the sources ascertain what the dominant nomenclature is concerning these
vestments. Thus, terms like phelonion, camision, imation, fabric and sphichturion many times
occur in association with Sacred Cantors.
Archbishop Symeon of Thessalonica designates the camision as a small linen phelonion.39 The
same source conveys several details about the blessing and the tonsure of a Lector, who—the
source reports—may be also a Cantor, so it should be surmised with certainty that the same
provision existed for both “offices.” To be sure, one of the duties of the Lector is to be
Canonarch for those chanting.40
One inscription in a Typicon of the 10th century that Dmitrievskij published notes that the Cantor
of the Acathist Hymn also wears a phelonion before ascending the ambon. Egon Wellesz
published a Typicon from the same century in which the camision is referred to as linen or silk
fabric. According to the same Typicon, the one about to chant the Kontakion receives the
Patriarch’s blessing, vests in the camision and the phelonion and ascends the ambon.
At an imperial banquet described in the 9th century treatise of Philotheou, the higher clergy
wear phelonia, while the Cantors, camisia. At some point in the banquet, two Domestici of the
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Great Church enter wearing white phelonia. Later still, four come in wearing a camision and
phelonion. Peudo-Codinos gives a similar testimony. According to it, the First Cantor and the
Domesticos are vested in white while the Maestro and those chanting wear purple camisia. The
Canonarchs wear only the garment, unlike the Choir Leader they do not wear a hat. The latter is
one of the basic characteristics of the Cantors’ appearance.
From the description of the imperial banquet that Philotheos preserves for us, and to which we
refer above, we can begin to press our opinion as to the general influence of royal dress on the
vestments. Especially for the Sacred Cantors, it appears that this would be the case. It is known
that, in the palace, there was an organized choir of Cantors for solemn ceremonies. The
renowned composer, Cantor and writer of codices, Manuel Doukas Chrysaphis, a contemporary
of the Fall, is testified to in the manuscripts as “Lampadarios of the charitable royal clergy.” It is
even possible to draw conclusions regarding this from commentary Byzantine representations of
King David that we will refer to in the section on iconographic evidence.
In the protocol of the coronation of Manuel II, the Choir Leader, together with the Cantors wore
gold embroidered diadems on their shoulders above their clothes.41 These garments are—as
indicated—taken from royal wardrobes, and this emphasizes our opinion concerning vestments
of royal clothing. At the same ceremony, the Russian cleric Ignatius Smolenski was in
attendance. In his narration, among other things, he gives us information about the appearance
of the Cantors. “The Cantors stood up straight, magnificently attired. They wore long and broad
cloaks like sticharia, which were all bound with a belt. As for the sleeves of their vestments, they
were all long and broad. One of their costumes was of Damascene fabric, the other of silk and in
the shoulder region it was embroidered with gold and beautiful needlework. The heads of those
chanting were covered by pointed hats with embroidery of a light color. A number of them were
gathered together. The Choir Leader of those chanting was a very elegant man whose hair was
white as snow.”42
As to the hats that Ignatius Smolenski refers to, we can ascertain with certainty that in later,
post-Byzantine representations, the Choir Leaders wore hats or scouphoi. Art historians discern
two types: the scaránicon and the sciádion. The scaránicon, that ended in a semicircular brim,
has to have had its origins in the halls of the Byzantine court of the 12th century.43 PseudoCondinos also makes references to this. The other term, sciádion, indicates a hat in the elliptical
shape of a moon or a boat that ends in a tall point in the center. The Choir Leaders wore this,
and with it the term is memorialized in the handbook of Dionysios Fourna, at points where he
speaks of the illustrations of Cantors in the circle of the Acathist Hymn.
Moreover, Pseudo-Codinos mentions that the Cantors from time to time wore a type of
monastic cowl known as an epiriptarion.

PICTORIAL SOURCES
The Skylitzes Manuscript
The manuscript of Madrid Nat. Library, Vityr. 26-2, also known as Manuscript Skylitzes,
containing a plethora of colored miniatures and dates from around the middle of the 2nd
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century. Sometimes among the images depictions of Cantors are presented. I will mention just
some of the more notable. On folio 23, Leo V is depicted directing three Cantors. The one wears
a blue sphichtourion44 with a red hem; the second a deep red cloak and the third a red rason
with blue hem, and all three wear scaránica. The combination of different colors between
mantle and hem, must have been popular in the 12th century as evidenced by the frequency
they are encountered. On folio 57 is a representation of the proclamation and ovation of
Patriarch John Grammaticos. Again, the Cantors are wearing sphichtouria and scaránica.
The Elevation of the Precious Cross
A manuscript at the Monastery of
Dionysios (Number 587) from the 11th
century, presents deacons with
Horaria and the figure of a Cantor in a
camision (Image 1), while similar
figures with camisia appear on
representations of the Elevation of the
Precious Cross in many manuscripts
(e.g. Panteleimon 2, folio 189vb, Bibl.
Vat. Gr. 1613, The Basil Menologion).

Image 1

In the image of the Elevation of the
Precious Cross from MS Lavra Λ 164
from the 17th century, we see a priest
lifting the Precious Cross and three
Cantors stand by, most certainly
chanting. They wear red and gray
camisia. Covering the head, one has a
scaránicon while the other two wear
sciadia with laces that tie at the neck.
The camisia end in black selvages at the
neck and sleeves (Image 2).
Aside from the miniatures in the
manuscripts, we have sufficient images
or murals on the theme of the Elevation
in which Cantors are represented.
(Novgorod-Museum of History, icon from
the 15th century, Monastery of the Great
Lavra a 16th century mural in the
Catholicos, Docheiariou Monastery, 16th
century mural, etc.).
The Fountain of Wisdom
In the monastic nave of the Archangels
Michael and Gabriel in Lesnovo we
encounter four representations of the
Fountain of Wisdom. In one of these, is
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an illustration of St. John Chrysostom writing a book, which rests on his knee. Behind him stands
the Apostle Paul speaking near his ear. In front of him stand three figures—perhaps priests—
wearing scaránica and white garments. Right behind are discerned three Cantors with pointed
hats—sciadia. In the same nave, on the other representations of the Fountain of Wisdom, are
discerned St. Basil, Athanasios and Gregory. The Cantors illustrated are always three in number
and they wear easily-recognized head coverings—sciadion—with elaborately embroidered
designs on their shoulders.
Funereal Scenes and Pictorial Cycle of Saint Nicholas
In the Monastery of Cračanica in Serbia, specifically in the Diaconicon is preserved a mural that
dates from the year 1320. Its subject is an illustration of the Dormition of the Bishop Todor. Four
Cantors that hold candles and even one with an open book—probably a Canonarch—stand
before the deathbed. All of them wear Phelonia being white in
color and strange white conical hats. They have their right hand
covered by the Phelonion, it is unknown why. The Canonarch
wears an orange Phelonion while his hat is blue.

Image 2

We encounter a similar funperiodl scene in the tower located in Bari, Italy. Behind the main
theme is discerned four types of Cantors with pointed hats resembling those in the previous
mural. The tower is dated around 1000 AD.
Andreas Xyngopoulos dates the thirteen scenes from the life of St. Nicholas that are preserved
in the St. Nicholas Orphan, between the years 1310-1320. In the scene of the Satin’s Dormition,
the deathbed is encircled by the clergy, in which belong also three Domestici that appear at the
center. The two wear white scaránica, while the third a gold sciadion. Their garments are blue
and red with embroidery on the shoulders. Toward the lower right side, a Canonarch recites
from an open book, in which the beginning of Psalm 188 is illustrated.
Very characteristic also is the illustration of the Dormition of St. Nicholas in a mural at the
church of St. Demetrios in the Markov Monastery. The Canonarch recites the beginning of Psalm
188 in the lower left edge of the image. The group of Cantors wears red or blue sciadia. The two
singers with white beards wear richly embroidered garments, the principal colors of which are
red and blue. Of the seven Cantors that are represented, only one is looking ahead. All the
others, along with the other persons represented, look to the left edge of the image, where a
monk hammers a wooden semantron.
In a reversible image from Castoria, is presented twelve scenes from the life of St. Nicholas. The
scene in which is illustrated four Cantors in front of a ciborium, has been cited much for the
information it gives relative to the cantoral choir. The Choir Leader here wears a red sciadion
and a cloak and directs the choir indicating with his hand the quantities and qualities of the
singing, i.e. directing the rest according to the ancient practice of cheionomy45 of the Domesticos
of the choirs. The chronology places the image at the end of the 14th century and the beginning
of the next.
One can run into similar representations in the naves of St. Demetrios and the Holy Apostles in
Peć. The one dealing with the Dormition of St. Demetrios and the Patriarch Joannicios, in which
the Cantors have a similar appearance with the murals of St. Nicholas the Orphan. Yet, in
Meteora—in the church of the Three Hiperiodrchs, on portable icons at the Hellenic Institute of
Ventice, and on many murals in churches of the Helleno-Serbian locales, we encounter the same
45
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characteristics in the illustrations of Cantors, in representations of the Dormition of Sts.
Nicholas, Demetrios and Spyridon.
Chanting the Polyeleos, Lauds
In miniatures of the Moscow Historical Museum manuscript 2752, we have the picture of
chanting the 134th Psalm. The colors used are intense. The Choir Leader with a white beard
wears a red sciadion and a red-blue garment. The Domesticos, a greenish sciadion and a dark
blue garment, while the third Cantor a yellow sciadion and an orange garment. A helper stands
by with an intensely red clothing with buttons in front and on his belt, and a Canonarch that
recites Psalm 134 from an open book. This representation is for us coming after them a beautiful
yet very useful testimony of the splendor of the services. It dates from around 1360.
On the mural at Lesnovo we have the chanting of the 149th Psalm. Here the Cantors wear white
scaránica and the two Choirarchs stand out more with the sleeves they wear. The Lampadarios
stands to the right of the bishop holding a lamp and dressed in white. Lower is illustrated the
Canonarch reciting from an open book the beginning of the Psalm. In Kuceviste, near Skopje, in
a similar representation, the Cantors wear sciadia tied under their chins and sphichtouria with
wide sleeves and embroidered shoulders.
The Acathist Hymn
In a myriad of representations of the Acathist Hymn we encounter pictures of Cantors. We
already are reminded in the chapter on written evidence the order before the chanting of the
Acathist. The existing representations are found either in manuscripts or on murals.
In MS Moscow Historical Museum 2752, fol. 295, we see a group of Cantors singing the Acathist,
having their hands in a position of prayer to the Theotokos. They wear sciadia, scaránica and
tunics with long, wide sleeves. Similar iconography exists also on the following page of the
codex. In MS 429 at the same Museum, the original style is followed in the illustration of those
chanting the 24th Stasis of the hymn.
Significant are the murals preserved in the Dečani and the Panagia Olympiotissa in Elassona. IN
the first example, around the year 1346, the Cantors chant the 20th Stasis. Two of them stand to
the right, behind the icon of the Panagia, the one wearing a dark blue sciadion and a blue
garment, and the other, a blue sciadion and a red tunic. The first has embroidered shapes on his
shoulders, and the fringe of the garment is red. Farther behind, we discern the vestment of only
one of the remaining group of Cantors that is similar to the first two. Similar depictions
particularly significant to the study of vestments of the lower clergy, as also for the order of the
services, are preserved at Ochrid in the Markov Monastery, in Panagia Olympiotissa of Elassona,
in the Metropolis of Calampacas, in the Chrysapha of Laconia, in the Mystra (Queen of All), in
the Old City of Aegina46 and in many other churches.
Pictorials on Themes of Christmas
In Žiča, on a mural from the year 1313 above the entrance is depicted the chanting of the hymn
“Τί σοὶ προσενέγκωμεν Χριστέ...”. The three Cantors on the left wear white scaránica tied
around the chin. The First Cantor directs. He is distinguished also by his greenish sphichourion
with gold embroidery on this shoulders. The other two wear red and blue tunics. The
Lampadarios that is depicted next to the bishop wears similar clothing to the Cantors and is a
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probable indication that at that period, the Lampadarios had begun to be decisively linked to
chanting. However, in the post-Byzantine period he is seen to be the Leader of the Left Choir.
In the same period—beginning of the 14th century—a mural chronicles in the church of the Holy
Apostles of Thessalonica that depicts the Nativity. At the left of the Panagia, the tips of five
scaránica are discerned. This probably has to do with Cantors.
At the end of the 14th century we have murals in the Monastery of Ravanica.47 On it are depicted
themes of Christmas and Cantors with the usual vestments. Here we can certainly discern the
figure of St. John of Damascus directing the choir of Cantors. On this head he wears the
characteristic “saricion48” with which he is nearly always portrayed.
Finally, in an icon from the 15th century the Russian-tradition depicting the Troparion “Τί σοὶ
προσενέγκωμεν Χριστέ” is presented. Represented are Sts. John of Damascus and Cosmas
Maiouma beside a choir of Cantors. The Cantors wear red or round caps and foot-length tunics.
Characteristic are the god-embroidered selvage on the sleeves, something that appears in the
iconography of the Balkan choirs during the post-Byzantine period.
King David
Smaller, but not least is the importance presented in the portrayals of King David in the
miniatures of manuscripts and murals. The Prophet David is according to tradition not only he
that wrote the sacred Book of Psalms, but the one that organized chanting in Israel, as well. For
this reason in most depictions of him, we see him, either authoring the beginning or verse of
some Psalm, or holding the Psalter on his knee and certainly sometimes amid groups of Cantors.
The points we briefly examine here had significance for another reason as well: they belong to
manuscripts from the 10th to the 17th centuries. Thus, aside from the echoes of more ancient—
known to artists—prototypes that convey, they also present perceptions of the age of writing
for the appearance of a musician that in this case surely, is also a king. We can then observe the
clothing in the miniatures to also certify similarities with the same Cantors that we recognized
above.
In MS Dionyios 65, fol. 13v from the 14th century David is depicted writing the beginning of the
verse “Listen, O Daughter…” of Psalm 44. He wears a red full-body tunic with gold embroidery
on the shoulders and sleeves. Yet, a blue cloak “bound” in front of the neck with gold selvage
round and round. Likewise on his head is a covering that does not resemble a crown.
A portrayal with similar dress we find in MS Dionysios 431, fol. 1v. The difference is how here he
wears a royal crown. With his right hand he blesses the viewer and with his left he holds the
Psalterion.
MS Iviron 117, fol. 1v from the 17th century presents David with a blue full-body tunic that is
covered almost completely by a purple cloak. He is writing the verse, “The Queen appeared…”
His clothing, the crown and the luxurious undergarments testify as to his royal identity. This
piece is at the same time a brilliant example of the artistic decoration of manuscripts.
Finally, in a MS from the 11th century (Vatopedi 761, fol. 14v), David is depicted amid four
groups of Cantors, on a throne, with the Psalterion in his hands. The colors that dominate are
red, blue, whitish-green and black, while most of the Cantors have beards, a characteristic that
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is observed in a great number of illustrations in general. At the center, David is put forth as the
organizer and director of the chanting. In this miniature specifically, we can hypothesize that the
portrayal of Cantors becomes with force what applied in the 11th century.
Portraits of Cantors—Melodists
Many are portraitures of Cantors as well as
ancient hymnographers that we encounter in
illuminated manuscripts, icons or murals. We
refer to the more significant ones in a series
from the most ancient to the more modern.
Two ancient hymnographers that are portrayed
often in portraitures—especially the second—
with St. Ephaim the Syrian and St. John of
Damascus. In MS Pantocrator 86, fol. 4r from
the 13th century, the first Saint is portrayed in
monastic garb and a dark blue cloak in a
prayerful stance. On folio 64 of the Dionysios
Codex 431 from the 16th century St. John of
Damascus is presented wearing a saricion on
his head and a monastic tunic, as is conveyed in
the letters of the notes of a codex with the
required tools. Portrayal of the same Saint
writing next to an Analogion one can see
elsewhere, e.g in Codex Xeropotamou 380, fol.
9v from the year 1759.

Image 3

The great First Cantor, John Glykys (Image 3),
the teacher of Koukouzeles, who lived between
the end of the 13th century and the beginning
of the 14th, is depicted in a wonderful full-body
stance, beginning to write on a
parchment page, receiving the
divine blessing. He is wearing
scarániko, a black foot-length
tunic and a type of Phelonion,
while part of an Epigonation is
discerned. They are surely
hieratic vestments that are
contained in Codex Lavra 165,
fol. 10b from the 17th century.

His student, St. John Koukouzeles
(Image 4), is depicted in the
margins of a musical manuscript
with a sciádion and sphichtourion, which has gold and
greenish decorative trims on the

Image 4

sleeves and neck (MS Lavra Λ 165, fol. 179v).
Another eminent composer, Cantor, as well as a great churchman, the priest Nomophylax
Balases (Image 5), who lived in the second part of the 17th century, is a self-portrait (?) in Codex
Iviron 1250, surely wearing hieratic vestments. The next page portrays Sts. John of Damascus
and John Koukouzeles. One writes on a scroll; the other on parchment. As usual, they are in
monastic garb.
In the ancient manuscript under Number 22 of the Monastery of the Panagia
Soumela of the Pontos (which is now located in the Selly Oak Library in the
Birminham collection Mingana No. 7), the writer Anastasios Prekonesios depicts
the form of a Cantor in the decorative masthead on folio 1r (Image 6). He holds
an open chant book, wears a black four-cornered cap on his head, and his
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Image 6

clothing is a red cloak with black fabric at the edges. At the left and right an inscription declares,
“The Creator of the Book” and certainly refers to Peter Lampadarios the Peloponnesian.49$$$
Portrayals of eight great musical teachers and First Cantors are encountered on a very modern
manuscript (Lavra Θ 178, year 1815). They are all presented within the same motif and with a
strong influence experienced contemporaries of the author, i.e. with intense colors, “heavy”
luxurious clothing that comes closer to the clothing of secular musicians. In each instance,
however, it appears that the artist is driven by his own fantasy. This is especially so in his
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depiction of Jacob the First Cantor, who places an open book on a small Analogion. He wears a
black tunic—rason—that reveals an inner yellow garment. On his head has the typical black cap
that signifies his rank in the service of the Great Church and which continues through to our
days for the same purpose.
Portraiture of Gregory the First Cantor from the beginning of the 19th century, “according to the
traditional vestments of First Cantors of his times” published Manuel Gedeon. Here again we
note the influence of the Ottoman manner of dress. He wears a flattened round hat, black
garments with a belt and cloak with broad sleeves. In his right hand he holds writing materials.
On the ends of his cloak, on the sleeves and on his shoulders, impressions evoke embroidered
decorations. His whole appearance, aside from the head covering that is a foreign influence, he
shows us how the traditional Cantor’s vestments have survived during the 19th century. We reap
the same impression from the portraits of important publishers of books on ecclesiastical music,
Theodore papa-Paraschos Fokaes who was published after his death in multiple editions of the
Ταμείον Ανθολογίας,50 in the year 1869.
Here it is worth noting that in our days, too, publishers of musical books take care to flower the
pages of their books with depictions of Cantors that sometimes are driven by ancient
iconographical and other evidence, while at other times they are not.

Epilogue
In the earlier depictions of Cantors discussed above (10th and 11th centuries), they appear to be
wearing a white garment and a kind of phelonion. In the Scylitze manuscript (12th century), the
scaránicon appears as well as the sphichtourion (an elegant, pleated tunic having long, broad
sleeves with a belt in the middle). The scaránica are of a white color while the sphichtouria are
red and blue. At the beginning of the 14th century groups of Cantors appear and cheironomia is
discernable, which is choir direction using various motions of the hand. Three maestros stand
out; typical also is the appearance of the Canonarch, who usually is a small boy with an open
book. This practice of children having participate in the chanting was kept until just a few years
ago at the Ecumenical Patriarchate resulting in remarkable sound effects.
Many times we can draw chronological conclusions in certain depictions by the way Cantors are
portrayed in them. Thus, before the middle of the 12th century Cantors wore a purple phelonion,
or a smaller one (camision) over a white garment. The 12th century introduces the scaránicon,
and in Paleologian times, the sciadion appears as well. The latter was decorated with
embroidery and endured until post-Byzantine times. The other embroidery that appears on the
shoulders evoke solemnity and grandeur. The scaránicon and the sciadion survive even into the
17th century exactly as they appear on an icon in the Benaki Museum in Crete.
In more modern times the appearance of Sacred Cantors, while maintaining elements from the
past, show the influence of the Eastern style of dress, and appears in the portrayals of important
teachers and performers of the cantoral art In the 18th and 19th centuries. Yet despite this, it is
obvious, we believe, that the origin of those special garments proceed from previously known
prototypes. In every case, it seeks to emphasize a separate ministry, as well as the ability of
these persons in music that always had, and still has a very important role in worship.
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This outline presents the Cantors’ garments from evidence that is available today. Perhaps one
can maintain that this dress was used only at solemn ceremonies, and indeed some of this is
vindicated by what we presented above. However, even if that were so, the elements we have
available today reveal a portion of liturgical life full of splendor for the Byzantine and postByzantine periods. Besides, it is also a launch pad for meaningful study.
Within the chronology of the evidence we examined, we can say that the participation of Sacred
Cantors in the lower clergy had a solemn character for several centuries. Today, with our
piecemeal way of life and the fragmentation of the human personality into many objects of
admiration, we are at odds to understand the special way the Sacred Cantors should appear
within ecclesiastic life. The contemporary ministers of the Analogion usually live in a parish
environment for a few hours each week. However, in more ancient times—and until recently in
ecclesiastical centers with a strong tradition—they lived in the rhythm of Church life, and their
ministry at the Analogion was their principal business, not a side job. Perhaps this easily explains
the similarity of their vestments with that of the other grades of the priesthood.
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